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SOCIAL

When it comes to designing shared spaces 

it’s important to think about how these 

spaces will support all five work modes:

FOCUS REJUVENATE LEARNING COLLABORATION



Designing High Performance Spaces 

Focus 01
This alternative space for resident workers is ideal 

for focus work; nearby yet away from distractions. 

Lounge seating provides shelter from visual 

distractions and a calming space. The overhead 

hoodie screen offers a boundary while the gap 

design maintains access to coworkers.

Collaboration Focus Social Retreat Learn

Sling Table 

by m.a.d.

Create an extra workspace instantly with this 

lightweight and portable work surface. A clean 

line of continuous metal tube wraps the body of 

this veneered side table for an honest and 

minimalist expression. 

>4

Participants

2 - 41

Privacy

Acoustical Visual Territory

Posture

Lounge Task Stool

High

Proximity to Tools

Low Mid

media:scape Hoodie

by Steelcase

media:scape lounge with hood is an inspired 

way to shape space, creating visual and 

physical boundaries to provide privacy.
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Rejuvenate 01 
This alternative space for resident workers is 

ideal for focus time and rejuvenation; nearby 

yet away from distractions. Lounge seating 

provides a calming space, paired with a 

personal table and shielding inside the pod 

creates for a calm focused atmosphere.

>4

Participants

2 - 41

Privacy

Acoustical Visual Territory

Posture

Lounge Task Stool

High

Proximity to Tools

Low Mid
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Mango Chair 

by Wendelbo 

Mango Lounge Chair breathes contemporary 

life into a classic silhouette. A slice of fun in an 

elegant shell makes the Mango a versatile and 

comfortable chair that suits all occasions and 

surroundings. 

Air3 Pod 

by Orangebox

Renowned for their patented louvered ceiling 

design, the award-winning Air3 Acoustical 

pod range creates attractive quiet places in 

wide range of sizes for freestanding meeting 

rooms, private offices and touchdown 

spaces. Glass walls welcome light and 

connection, while interchangeable fabric 

panels control sound and add style.

Free Stand Table 

by Coalesse 

Lightweight, foldable and height-adjustable, 

Free Stand Table is a design minded 

accessory that go wherever you need it. 

The base allows it to work with almost any 

lounge chair or sofa.
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Respite 01
Having a rejuvenation area in an open space 

provides individuals a quick touch down space and 

supports them to change their work modes with 

ease. The use of Urban Shelf gives a sense of 

spatial division without sacrificing the space’s sight 

line. The Case lounge is offered in a high back to 

give that extra visual privacy.

>4

Participants

2 - 41

Privacy

Acoustical Visual Territory

Posture

Task Stool

High

Proximity to Tools

Low Mid
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Case – High Back

by Wendelbo 

Case collection of sofas that breathes the 

cocooning comfort and calmness of the 

home into workplace and hospitality settings.   

Resting atop an elegant wooden base, 

the collection consists of Case High Back, 

Case Low Back and Case Combi.

Urban Shelf

by m.a.d.

As we bring in more natural elements into our ’urban’ workplace, 

MAD has introduced a shelving unit that can not only house 

planters to create greener environments, but it also acts as 

storage and partitions. 

Lounge
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Respite 02
A space to take refuge from the buzzing  

atmosphere of the workplace. A place for 

respite serves the mind and the body.              

A place to think or to take your mind off 

everything. 
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>4

Participants

2 - 41

Privacy

Acoustical Visual Territory

Posture

Lounge Task Stool

High

Proximity to Tools

Low Mid

Aloe Chair 

by Wendelbo

An extremely comfortable lounge chair. Its 

innovative design is inspired by the elegant 

leaf of an aloe plant suspended on a steel 

frame. Both light & sturdy, Aloe is a versatile 

option for lounge and lobby spaces and 

particularly suitable for respite areas. 

Floema Table 

by Wendelbo

Floema is a family of tables whose minimalist 

design offers a feeling of welcoming elegance.

The elliptical or circle tops are available in 

stone or wood and come in a variety of sizes 

making Floema an ideal choice as a 

centerpiece or side table. 

Flex Mobile Power 

by Steelcase 

Steelcase Flex Mobile Power brings true mobility 

to the workplace. The sleek and smart mobile 

power solution gives teams and individuals the 

freedom to work anywhere they want.

Slice Shelf 

by Wendelbo 

A strong and creative multi-purpose structure with shelves 

placed logically, yet decoratively for storing books, catalogues 

and other objects. Slice is available in three versions, making 

it easily adaptable to a variety of spaces. 
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Lobby 01
A welcoming waiting space provides hospitality, 

as well as support for users before and after 

meetings. Featured Shirley Sofa and Anna 

Lounge by Michael Strads, create a 

sophisticated look with rich materiality. 
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Anna Lounge 

by Michael Strads

The soft curves of Anna gives it an air of ideal 

inner reflection. Its thin metal legs seems to 

make its cushy body feels lighter, lifting one 

into the clouds of relaxation.

Shirly Sofa 

by Michael Strads

An exquisite piece of furniture and masterpiece 

of high craftsmanship, the Shirley sofa is truly a 

statement piece. Each padding is individually 

packed with high density foam for maximum 

comfort and an everlasting shape.

>4

Participants

2 - 41

Privacy

Acoustical Visual Territory

Posture

Lounge Task Stool

High

Proximity to Tools

Low Mid

Delphine Coffee Table 

by Michael Strads

Delphine coffee tables balance their sturdy 

table tops on thin metal legs, giving an 

impression of floating on air. 
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Lobby 02
A living room style lounge setting with informal 

posture allows for ease of connection with 

guests. Multiple seating options are available 

for single or larger group sizes.
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Wing Lounge 

by m.a.d.

A beautifully designed chair that incorporates 

a level of privacy and Acoustical elements. 

Inspired by the natural symmetry and angled 

features of wings the conceptual piece 

incorporates newly selected fabrics giving it 

a softer wool like materiality.

Dada Sofa 

by Grado Design

This contemporary 2-seater sofa adorns 

spaces with its light and fresh design. 

It welcomes the users in all kinds of locations, 

from residential to reception areas, offices, 

and spaces dedicated to collaboration.

>4

Participants

2 - 41

Privacy

Acoustical Visual Territory

Posture

Lounge Task Stool

High

Proximity to Tools

Low Mid

Dada Table 

by Grado Design

Dada table brilliantly balances aluminum 

tapered legs with different top options.          

The marble top is a favorite furnishing item  

that creates a sense of stylish luxury and  

visual elegance.

Circa Lounge 

by m.a.d.

Circa lounge features a very organic silhouette 

with a curved backrest which highlights the 

lumbar support. Light metal tube legs elevates 

the seat, creating a visually lighter aesthetic.

Roto Stool 

by m.a.d

Playful and multi-purpose, m.a.d Roto Stool plays 

on the concept of rotation. One side provides a 

subtly curved seat, while the other side creates is a 

convenient side table with a flat tabletop. 
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Lobby 03
This casual lounge space allows users a 

chance to get away from their desk, relax     

and enjoy cup of coffee while connecting with 

co-workers, or catching up on email.
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Mart Sofa 

by Grado Design

Modern, simple and elegant, the Mart Sofa is 

the perfect addition for office, lounge, cafes, 

libraries and any living room. As well as 

choosing the fabric cover, you can also select 

from arrange of durable PU covers. 

Doric Table 

by Grado Design

Doric table is an elegant coffee table inspired 

by the classic features of Greek pillars. 

Conceived with contemporary technology it 

brings character to any lobby space. 

>4

Participants

2 - 41

Privacy

Acoustical Visual Territory

Posture

Lounge Task Stool

High

Proximity to Tools

Low Mid

Lotus Table 

by Grado Design

Lotus coffee table offers variety and elegance. 

Inspired by the lotus plant it is available in two 

sizes, varied heights and colors. Combining 

the different colors allows it to be utilized in 

diverse spaces all the while creating 

interesting viewscapes. 
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Lobby 04
This elegant lobby space is both 

representative as well as inviting. 

Allowing users to comfortably touch 

down, relax or connect with others. 
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Lilin Sofa 

by Wendelbo

Inviting conversation and interaction, Lilin 

sofa has been conceived as an invitation to 

conviviality. The soft shapes and rounded 

lines of the seat and backrest offer comfort 

while the curve of its structure fosters an 

informal relaxed position.

>4

Participants

2 - 41

Privacy

Acoustical Visual Territory

Posture

Lounge Task Stool

High

Proximity to Tools

Low Mid

Ovata Chairs

by Wendelbo

Ovata provides a wonderfully snug seat 

that hugs the body perfectly. The soft 

curves provide extra comfort in a stylish 

eye-catching form. 

Coin Side Table 

by Wendelbo 

Coin side tables are an elegant addition to any 

lobby or social space. Eye-catching with their 

structural shape, Coin Side Tables are a 

smaller version of Coin Dining Table creating 

versatility within the product line.

Floema Table 

by Wendelbo

Floema is a family of tables whose minimalist 

design offers a feeling of welcoming elegance.

The elliptical or circle tops are available in stone 

or wood and come in a variety of sizes making 

Floema ideal as a centerpiece or side table. 
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Lobby 05
An inviting lobby space should be welcoming and 

encompass a sense of ease. The side tables 

paired with the Case Sofas by Wendelbo creates a 

gentle and relaxed environment for visitors and 

guests. 

>4

Participants

2 - 41

Privacy

Acoustical Visual Territory

Posture

Task Stool

High

Proximity to Tools

Low Mid
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Lounge

Case

by Wendelbo

Case collection of sofas that breathes the 

cocooning comfort and calmness of the 

home into workplace and hospitality settings.     

Resting atop an elegant wooden base, 

the collection consists of Case High Back, 

Case Low Back and Case Combi.

Coin Side Table 

by Wendelbo 

Coin side tables are an elegant addition to any lobby or social space. 

Eye-catching with their structural shape, Coin Side Tables are a smaller 

version of Coin Dining Table creating versatility within the product line.

Poller Table

by Wendelbo

The Poller Table takes its design cues from harbour bollards 

used to moor seafaring vessels. With the perfect balance 

between shapes and materials, the simple yet graphically 

solid silhouette of the table suits any spatial context.
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>4

Participants

2 - 41

Privacy

Acoustical Territory

Posture

Task Stool

High

Proximity to Tools

Low Mid

Visual

Lounge

Wing Lounge 

by m.a.d.

A beautifully designed chair that incorporates 

a level of privacy and Acoustical elements. Inspired by 

the natural symmetry and angled features of wings the 

conceptual piece incorporates newly selected fabrics 

giving it a softer wool like materiality.

Urban Shelves

by m.a.d.

As we bring in more natural elements into our 

’urban’ workplace, MAD has introduced a shelving 

unit that can not only house planters to create 

greener environments, but it also acts as storage 

and partitions. 

Airfoil Table 

by m.a.d

The Airfoil Table is inspired by the sleek and 

symmetrical aerodynamic features of an airplane wing. 

The collection is visually lightweight. Its details in the 

slim chamfered table edges and stylish legs give the 

table a unique silhouette. Available in a range that 

covers dining, occasional and cafe settings.

Circa Lounge 

by m.a.d.

Circa lounge features a very organic silhouette 

with a curved backrest which highlights the 

lumbar support. Light metal tube legs elevates 

the seat, creating a visually lighter aesthetic.

Lobby 06
Creating a solution where users can users   

can feel comfortable in the respite setting with 

the semi-private division of the MAD urban 

shelf. The Airfoil table is great to host groups  

of people or for casual social encounters. 
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Lobby 07
This elegant lobby space is both 

representative as well as inviting. 

Allowing users to comfortably touch 

down, relax or connect with others. 
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Aero Chairs

by Wendelbo

Inspired by the luxury of travel, Aero invites 

you to sit back and relax. Its clean lines make 

for a contemporary take on a classic design. 

Suitable for lobby spaces, private offices and 

everything in-between.

>4

Participants

2 - 41

Privacy

Acoustical Visual Territory

Posture

Lounge Task Stool

High

Proximity to Tools

Low Mid

Tip Toe Bench 

by Wendelbo

Elegant, simplistic yet soft & comfortable. 

With its light design, Tip Toe bench is a truly 

versatile product suitable for a wide range 

of ancillary spaces. 

Canoe Bench 

by Wendelbo

A low platform that invites you to take a well-earned break, 

with curves and lines inspired by the well- composed 

symmetry of the Canoe. Wendelbo’s Canoe Bench is a 

stylish addition to lobby, in-between and social spaces. 

Expose Table

by Wendelbo

Expose Table is structural and elegant, with 

its marble base and sleek shape. The glass 

tabletop brings a lightness to this otherwise 

sturdy design.
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Lobby 08
Creating an open solution where users can feel 

comfortable in the respite setting while having 

some spatial division with the Slice Shelf from 

Wendelbo gives it a visual zoning. The 

application is sophisticated and welcoming. 
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>4

Participants

2 - 41

Privacy

Acoustical Visual Territory

Posture

Task Stool

High

Proximity to Tools

Low Mid

Lounge

Panorama

by Wendelbo 

Designed by Jonas Wagell, the modular 

Panorama Sofa is shaped with simplified 

volumes and repeated proportions, 

resulting in an organic fit for any space, 

be it modest or grand. 

Coin Side Table 

by Wendelbo 

Coin side tables are an elegant addition to any lobby or social 

space. Eye-catching with their structural shape, Coin Side 

Tables are a smaller version of Coin Dining Table creating 

versatility within the product line

Ovata

by Wendelbo 

Feel how the snug seat perfectly encases the 

body. Offered in three sizes, the Ovata Chair is 

drawn with an artful presence at its core, 

emphasised by its sculptural, soft shapes that 

gently pull one into its plush, upholstered inner.

Slice Shelf 

by Wendelbo 

A strong and creative multi-purpose structure 

with shelves placed logically, yet decoratively for 

storing books, catalogues and other objects.  

Slice is available in three versions, making it 

easily adaptable to a variety of spaces. 
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Work Café 01
Montara650 Bar-Height Table brings people 

together even in a high-density environment, 

promoting connection in a casual setting. The 

Montara650 Stool allows users to change from sit 

to stand instantly and transit to the next activity.
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Montara650 Bar Height Table 
by Coalesse

Infused with comfort and craft, the Montara650 

collection sculpted seating pairs with simple 

pedestal tables. Ideal for informal spaces with 

café-style character.

>4

Participants

2 - 41

Privacy

Acoustical Visual Territory

Posture

Lounge Task Stool

High

Proximity to Tools

Low Mid

Montara650 Stool 

by Coalesse

Infused with comfort and craft, the Montara650 

collection sculpted seating pairs with simple 

pedestal tables. Ideal for informal spaces with 

café-style character.
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Work Café 02
The Airfoil table by m.a.d supports large informal 

gatherings and offers a space for individuals to 

touch down. Easy access to power gives users 

the ability to work a while longer among the buzz 

and life of the cafe. 
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>4

Participants

2 - 41

Privacy

Acoustical Visual Territory

Posture

Lounge Task Stool

High

Proximity to Tools

Low Mid

Transit Chair 

by m.a.d

Transit seating is designed for the in-between 

and breakout spaces where we can build 

communities and inspire teams to collaborate. 

The ergonomically molded seat with waterfall 

front increases comfort. The chair stacks 

efficiently with stacking bumpers protecting 

the seat surface.

Airfoil Table 

by m.a.d

The Airfoil Table is inspired by the sleek and 

symmetrical aerodynamic features of an 

airplane wing. The collection is visually 

lightweight. Its details in the slim chamfered 

table edges and stylish legs give the table a 

unique silhouette. Available in a range that 

covers dining, occasional and cafe settings.

Flex Mobile Power

By Steelcase

Steelcase Flex Mobile Power brings true mobility to 

the workplace. The sleek and smart mobile power 

solution gives teams and individuals the freedom to 

work anywhere they want.
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Work Café 03
Informal meeting spots offers a place for 

individuals to work or dine in a social setting and 

encourage connection between coworkers. 

Available power at the table base supports digital 

tools and allows longer usage. 
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>4

Participants

2 - 41

Privacy

Acoustical Visual Territory

Posture

Lounge Task Stool

High

Proximity to Tools

Low Mid

Border 

by Orangebox

As the name suggests, Border provides a neat 

way of dividing up spaces. Its simplicity and 

precise modularity has ensured its continuous 

success in diverse spaces such as café areas 

as well as varied open-plan spaces. Worktable 

and power are integrated creating a space for 

team members to get work done. 

Every Chair 

by Grado Design

Every Chair is a chair of minimalist aesthetics 

as it is perfectly capable of adapting to diverse 

styles and environments such as offices, 

restaurants, cafes and other public areas.        

It is designed with materials of great resistance 

and durability. 
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Work Café 04
Informal meeting spots offer a place for 

individuals to work or dine in a social setting all 

the while encouraging connection between 

coworkers. 
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Participants

2 - 41

Privacy

Acoustical Visual Territory

Posture

Lounge Task Stool

High

Proximity to Tools

Low Mid

Montara650 Occasional Table 
by Coalesse

Infused with comfort and craft, the Montara650 

collection’s sculpted seating pairs with simple 

pedestal tables, filling informal spaces with 

café-style character. 

Montara650 Chair

by Coalesse

Infused with comfort and craft, the Montara650 

collection’s sculpted seating pairs with simple 

pedestal tables, filling informal spaces with 

café-style character. 
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Work Café 05
An open, expansive social commons supports 

multiple work modes – socialising, collaborating, 

focusing, rejuvenating – as well as varying 

postures. A sense of safety is created by allowing 

for adequate physical distancing between seating 

and circulation pathways. 
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>4

Participants

2 - 41

Privacy

Acoustical Territory

Posture

Task Stool

High

Proximity to Tools

Low Mid

Visual

Lounge

Big Lamp 

by Turnstone 

Part of the Campfire Collection, the Big Lamp 

casts a soft light creating a sense of intimacy 

and territorial privacy.

Free Stand Table 

by Coalesse 

Lightweight, foldable and height-adjustable, 

Free Stand Table is a design minded 

accessory that go wherever you need it. 

The base allows it to work with almost any 

lounge chair or sofa.

Lotus Coffee Tables 

by Grado 

Inspired by lotus petals these unique coffee 

tables are available in different heights, size 

and colours creating a wide breadth of 

design possibilities.

Lord Lounge 

by Grado 

The design of the Lord Lounge offers comfort 

as well as a level of visual privacy created by 

the unique headrest design. Adjustable seat 

depth offers long term comfort ideal for 

reclining and respite.

Clipper Screen 

by Turnstone 

Portable, freestanding screens delivering 

on-demand privacy and space definition.

Away From the Desk 

by Orangebox

Dynamic and extensive upholstery system designed 

for the changing needs of the workplace. AFTD is 

suited for both personal and teamwork offering 

acoustic and visual privacy with its high back design.
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Work Café 06
Informal meeting spots offer a place for 

individuals to work or dine in a social setting 

all the while encouraging connection 

between coworkers. 
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Participants

2 - 41

Privacy

Acoustical Territory

Posture

Task Stool

High

Proximity to Tools

Low Mid

Visual

Lounge

Dualtone Bench

by Commune

Part of the Dualtone collection, the 

Dualtone Bench is a complimentary product 

to Dualtone Dining Table suitable for work-

café spaces, to touch down, take a break or 

connect with colleagues.

Sander Chair 

by Commune 

The perfect blend of aesthetics and functionality. 

Made with Solid American Oak and upholstered 

in top grain leather, Sander Chair is an ideal 

compliment to any casual & work-cafe space. 

Dualtone Table 

by Commune 

A unique mix of two types of hardy American wood – bright 

oak and dark walnut set in a mid-century style. Dualtone 

Table’s combined colors and light structure allow for easy 

matching in a variety of applications & spaces. 

Flex Mobile Power 

by Steelcase 

Steelcase Flex Mobile Power brings true mobility 

to the workplace. The sleek and smart mobile 

power solution gives teams and individuals the 

freedom to work anywhere they want.
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Work Café 07
Informal meeting spots offer a place for 

individuals to work or dine in a social  

setting all the while encouraging   

connection between coworkers. 
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Task Stool
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Proximity to Tools

Low Mid

Visual

Lounge

Slope Lounge Chair 

by West Elm

A lounge version of the signature Slope Guest 

Chair, adding to the variety and functionality 

of the product line. Pairs well with Linear-C 

table in casual workspaces

Slope Bar Stool 

by West Elm 

Upholstered in leather with a characteristic sloped 

back and stitching detail. With several options 

available in this seating collection, Slope is a 

versatile and functional product blending well with 

other Steelcase or partner brand products. 

Linear-C Table 

by West Elm 

With its solid Oak top and large work 

surface, Linear-C table is an ideal personal 

table. Paired with lounge seating, Linear-C 

Table adds a high-performance element to 

in-between & social spaces.
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Work Café 08
Pantry areas can often be noisy and lack of 

privacy. With Away From the Desk, the     

modular soft seating can be fitted with high 

screens for that bit of acoustic and visual privacy. 

Sit comfortably with power within reach. 
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Low Mid

Visual

Lounge

Away From the Desk 

by Orangebox

Dynamic and extensive upholstery system 

designed for the changing needs of the 

workplace. AFTD is suited for both personal 

and teamwork offering acoustic and visual 

privacy with its high back design.

Cubb

by Orangebox

Cubb’s singularity of form creates 

an elemental chair with a clear 

personality, delivering robust 

functionality for any environment.

Cubb Tables

by Orangebox

The laid-back, informal attitude that 

helped make the original Cubb range 

so popular has now been translated 

into great team tabling, at both work 

and café height.
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Work Café 09
Pantry areas are most common to hold respite 

and social encounters. Having different 

applications support the importance of wellbeing 

and prevents the space from being a uniform sea 

of static tables and chairs.  
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Visual

Lounge

Platform Chair 

by m.a.d.

Platform continue to use exposed metal 

tubing as the main frame, a slightly curved 

Ash wood back and a softer seat 

upholstery, giving this family more visual 

interest and tactile cues.

Away From the Desk 

by Orangebox

Dynamic and extensive upholstery system 

designed for the changing needs of the 

workplace. AFTD is suited for both personal 

and teamwork offering acoustic and visual 

privacy with its high back design.

Transit Café Table

by Orangebox

A modern take on the classic café table, the 

Transit table features 4 formed steel tube 

legs that effortlessly support a veneered 

plywood top. The classic proportions of this 

table will complement just about any chair in 

the m.a.d. collection.

Border 

by Orangebox 

As its name suggests, Border provides a neat way of dividing 

up spaces. Its simplicity and precise modularity has ensured 

its continuous success in diverse spaces such as café areas 

and varied open-plan spaces. Worktable and power are 

integrated creating space for longer duration work needs.

Cubb

by Orangebox

Cubb’s singularity of form creates 

an elemental chair with a clear 

personality, delivering robust 

functionality for any environment.
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Work Café 10
Incorporating different applications with different 

heights allow a more dynamic set up in an open 

space. This creates smaller sub-landmarks and 

gives users the choice of different work postures 

to accompany the work being carried. 
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Visual

Lounge

Platform Stool 

by m.a.d.

Platform continue to use exposed metal 

tubing as the main frame, a slightly 

curved Ash wood back and a softer seat 

upholstery, giving this family more visual 

interest and tactile cues.

Border 

by Orangebox 

As its name suggests, Border provides a neat 

way of dividing up spaces. Its simplicity and 

precise modularity has ensured its continuous 

success in diverse spaces such as café areas 

and varied open-plan spaces. Worktable and 

power are integrated creating space for 

longer duration work needs.

Platform Chair 

by m.a.d.

Platform continue to use exposed metal 

tubing as the main frame, a slightly 

curved Ash wood back and a softer seat 

upholstery, giving this family more visual 

interest and tactile cues.

Transit Café Table

by Orangebox

A modern take on the classic café table, the 

Transit table features 4 formed steel tube 

legs that effortlessly support a veneered 

plywood top. The classic proportions of this 

table will complement just about any chair in 

the m.a.d. collection.
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Work Cafe 01
A work café is a space to have casual touch down 

moments and impromptu engagements. Having 

the right space planning will encourage these 

modes. The Cubb high table and the low Border 

from Orangebox creates different heights giving 

differentiations to the space. Away From the Desk 

offers varies work modes. 
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Low Mid

Lounge

>4

Participants

2 - 41

Border

by Orangebox

Simple yet effective, Border comes in two 

different heights - seated and standing height. 

Border’s design highlight is definitely its all-in-

one configuration. The instant out of the box 

café setting is as easy as plug and go.

Away From The Desk

by Orangebox

Dynamic and extensive upholstery system 

designed for the changing needs of the 

workplace. AFTD is suited for both personal 

and teamwork offering acoustic and visual 

privacy with its high back design.

Samu Bar Table

by Segis

Created to meet all needs of various 

application/ settings, The Samu collection is 

characterized by central spoke bases to be 

combined with various tabletops. 

Dragonfly 

by Segis

Multitude of options in variations of stackable, 

padded with or without armrest, wooden or steel 

legs suitable for various environment.

Camel Barstool

by Segis 

Inspired by a camel's hump, Camel offers a 

cozy shape with soft, seamless lines. The 

barstool comes in different bases to fit a 

different aesthetics and environments. 
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Work Cafe 01
A work café is a space to have casual touch down 

moments and impromptu engagements. Having the 

right space planning will encourage these modes. 

The Segis Camel seat and barstool pairs very well 

with their Samu café table. Both easy to maintain and 

clean, especially in an area with high foot traffic. 

Privacy

Acoustical Visual Territory

Posture

Task Stool

Proximity to Tools
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Lounge

High

Proximity to Tools

Low Mid

>4
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2 - 41

Camel

By Segis

Inspired by a camel's hump, Camel offers 

a cozy shape with soft, seamless lines, 

perfectly stackable and right at home 

anywhere in the office. 

Samu

by Segis

Created to meet all needs of various 

application/ settings, The Samu collection 

is characterized by central spoke bases to 

be combined with various tabletops. 
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In-between 01
A quick touch down space for teammates to 

connect nearby. Border in café height encourages 

postural changes ranging from sit, perch, and 

stand, promoting wellbeing through movement 

while boosting creative thinking and engagement.
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Border 

by Orangebox

As its name suggests, Border provides a neat 

way of dividing up spaces. Its simplicity and 

precise modularity has ensured its continuous 

success in diverse spaces such as café areas 

and varied open-plan spaces. Worktable and 

power are integrated creating space for longer 

duration work needs.
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In-between 02
A welcoming setting between zones, offering a 

place for colleagues to connect. The ottomans can 

be pushed to cater to larger group sizes while 

power access makes this setting a great place for 

impromptu meetings and team sharing.
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Campfire Collection

by Turnstone

Campfire Lounges by Turnstone bring style to 

any space with gorgeous fabric options and 

deep-seat comfort. Energize your team with a 

soft, collaborative place to land.
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In-between 03
This area provides spaces where mobile workers 

can find privacy and focus. Ergonomic seating, 

access to power and a place for personal 

belongings allows the user to concentrate on the 

task at hand.
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B-Free Collection 

by Steelcase

The B-Free Collection is a full range of 

furniture including lounges, knit screens and 

occasional and standing-height tables aimed 

to design flexible settings and support 

collaboration. The ergonomic curvy backrest 

and high-density foam provides comfort for 

long time use. 
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In-between 04
This adjacent lounge setting supports quick 

transitions between focused and collaborative 

work, providing a “third space” for workers to 

connect with one another.
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Bivi Rumble Seat

by Steelcase

Bivi Rumble Seat embodies modularity with 

options to suit any modern office space. 

Designed with Freestanding Legs for show-

stopping lounge seating, Bivi Rumble Seats’ 

modern, simple design delivers all-day comfort 

with beauty to spare.

Bassline Table

by Steelcase

Sets the tone for work. Bassline makes it easy 

to create a table that’s uniquely yours. Choose 

from the full line of standard tops and finishes 

or put your personality on display with your 

favorite custom top. With Bassline, inspiration 

and elegance go hand in hand.

>4

Participants

2 - 41
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Border 

by Orangebox 

As its name suggests, Border provides a neat way of 

dividing up spaces. Its simplicity and precise modularity 

has ensured its continuous success in diverse spaces 

such as café areas and varied open-plan spaces. 

Worktable and power are integrated creating space for 

longer duration work needs.

In-between 05
A small space for two – to connect, focus alone 

but together, or collaborate on individual devices. 

A staggered, opposing layout provides adequate 

distancing and eliminates direct face-to-face 

orientation while still enabling social connection. 

Planters help to signal entry and integrated 

screen provide boundary from adjacent spaces.
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Low Mid

Flex Stand & Screen 

by Steelcase 

Flex Mobile Stand and Screen can be 

combined for a quick brainstorm session. 

Documents and materials can be pinned on 

the screen for display. Flex Stand and 

Screens also create a sense of boundary 

and privacy for open plans.
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In-between 06
An informal space that provides a setting for 

casual interactions or more informal meetings.  

The environment provides physical distancing 

between users and easy circulation. Individual 

chairs and tables maximise flexibility and   

minimise shared components. Personal tables   

and access to mobile power enhance productivity.
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Wing Lounge 

by m.a.d.

A beautifully designed chair that incorporates 

a level of privacy and Acoustical elements. 

Inspired by the natural symmetry and angled 

features of wings the conceptual piece 

incorporates newly selected fabrics giving it 

a softer wool like materiality.

Flex Mobile Power 

by Steelcase 

Steelcase Flex Mobile Power brings true mobility 

to the workplace. The sleek and smart mobile 

power solution gives teams and individuals the 

freedom to work anywhere they want.

Delphine Coffee Tables 

by Michael Strads 

Delphine Tables balance their sturdy table 

tops on thin metal legs giving an impression 

of floating in thin air. The customizable table 

top is available in a variety of options and is 

the perfect addition to a lounge, lobby or     

in-between setting.

Flex Screen 

by Steelcase 

Create privacy or share your work. These lightweight, 

freestanding screens come in three shapes and sizes 

and connect with a magnetic edge allowing you to 

build and take apart, again and again.

Circa Lounge 

by m.a.d 

Circa Lounge features a very organic silhouette 

with a curved backrest which highlights the 

lumbar support. Light metal tube legs elevate 

the seat, creating a visually lighter aesthetic.
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In-between 07
A multifunctional space that gives users a variety 

of choices for how and where to work. The lounge 

setting is shielded from its surroundings and 

provides a place for people to connect in a small 

group – and work together or individually. Adjacent 

touchdown workspaces provide lounge or seated 

height postures for focused, individual work – with 

built-in privacy and access to power.
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Shirley 1 Seater Sofa 

by Michael Strads 

An exquisite piece of furniture and masterpiece 

of high craftsmanship, the Shirley sofa is truly a 

statement piece. Each padding is individually 

packed with high density foam for maximum 

comfort and an everlasting shape.

Lotus Side Table 

by Grado 

Lotus side table is an example of elegant and 

functional design. Easy to carry and sturdy, it 

is the perfect side table for a cup of coffee 

and notebook adding performance to a 

variety of ancillary spaces.

Tuk Coffee Table 

by Bolia 

A contradiction in construction, this marble 

top has no frame, with its turned wooden 

legs sneaking into metal fixtures in the top. 

Different heights let you put several together 

for varied look depending on the preferred 

design aesthetic.

media:scape Lounge 

by Steelcase 

Designed to be easily reconfigurable in a variety 

of ways to accommodate a variety of settings.   

Comes in a number of unique lounge pieces    

and integrates seamlessly with media:scape. 

media:scape Lounge is designed to create 

collaborative work settings and support teams.

media:scape Hoodie 

by Steelcase 

media:scape lounge with hood is an inspired 

way to shape space, creating visual and 

physical boundaries to provide privacy.

Campfire Personal Table 

by Turnstone 

With a surface large enough for a laptop, this 

modern table is perfect for turning any area 

into a high-performance ancillary space. 

Lightweight and easy to carry allowing you to 

take your work where you need it.
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In-between 08
A welcoming setting between zones, supporting 

quick transitions & offering a place for 

colleagues to connect. Power access and 

movable personal tables make this setting a 

great place for impromptu meetings, team 

sharing or a causal space to touch down.

>4
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Acoustical Visual Territory
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Slice Shelf 

by Wendelbo 

A strong and creative multi-purpose structure 

with shelves placed logically, yet decoratively 

for storing books, catalogues and other objects.  

Slice is available in three versions, making it 

easily adaptable to a variety of spaces. 
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Floema Table 

by Wendelbo 

Floema is a family of tables whose minimalist 

design is embodied by the absence of edges, 

offering a feeling of welcoming elegance.

The elliptical or circle tops are available in stone 

or wood and come in a variety of sizes making 

Floema ideal as a centerpiece or side table. 

Bale Sofa

by Wendelbo 

The minimal and elegant body of the sofa is 

beautifully balanced on its brass detailed slim 

legs. Providing comfort and sleek form, Bale   

sofa suits a variety of settings from elegant lobby 

spaces to inviting in-between lounge areas.

Flex Mobile Power 

by Steelcase 

Steelcase Flex Mobile Power brings true mobility 

to the workplace. The sleek and smart mobile 

power solution gives teams and individuals the 

freedom to work anywhere they want.

Free Stand Table 

by Coalesse 

Lightweight, foldable and height-adjustable, 

Free Stand Table is a design minded 

accessory that go wherever you need it. 

The base allows it to work with almost any 

lounge chair or sofa.

Poller Table

by Wendelbo 

With a simple, yet strong graphical silhouette, Poller 

suits any interior. A heavy base made of marble 

provides the right balance point and gives the table 

an elegant and contemporary appearance. 
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In-between 09
An informal space that provides a setting for         

casual interactions or more informal meetings.          

The environment provides physical distancing between 

users and easy circulation. The addition of personal 

tables and access to mobile power enhance productivity 

– while unique, residentially-inspired elements bring 

some of the comforts of home to the office.
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Flex Mobile Power 

by Steelcase 

Steelcase Flex Mobile Power brings true mobility 

to the workplace. The sleek and smart mobile 

power solution gives teams and individuals the 

freedom to work anywhere they want.

Tierra Chaise Lounge

by Commune

Part of the Tierra Collection, the Tierra Chaise 

Lounge is a comfortable and versatile piece. 

With moveable backrests and its simple yet 

inviting design, the Tierra Chaise Lounge is 

perfect for in-between and lobby spaces. 

Tierra 1-Seater

by Commune

Part of the Tierra Collection, the Tierra 1-Seater 

offers a comfortable seat and a warm residential 

design. With rattan detailing and a wide breadth 

of fabrics Tierra 1-Seater blends into a variety of 

social and in-between spaces. 

Tierra Sideboard

by Commune

Inspired by exotic locales the distinct style of Tierra 

Sideboard embodies quirky energy & whimsical 

ingenuity. The slender form and curves add a refined 

elegance, while the terrazzo top makes Tierra 

Sideboard a statement pieces.  

Tierra Coffee Table 

by Commune

With a terrazzo top and open wood shelf for 

additional storage, Tierra Coffee Table is a 

functional centerpiece. The unique whimsical 

aesthetic is evident throughout the full Tierra 

Collection creating unity and continuity. 
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In-between 10
An informal space that provides a setting for 

casual interactions or more informal meetings. 

The environment provides physical distancing 

between users and easy circulation. The addition 

of personal tables and access to mobile power 

enhance productivity – while unique, residentially-

inspired elements bring some of the comforts of 

home to the office.
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Visual

Lounge

Tierra Sofa

by Commune 

Part of the Tierra Collection, the Tierra Sofa 

offers a comfortable seat and a warm 

residential design. The brass detailing and 

removable extension tray add to the whimsical 

aesthetic & functionality of the product. 

Tierra Chaise Lounge 

by Commune 

Part of the broader Tierra Collection, Tierra 

Chaise Lounge is a comfortable & versatile 

product. With its movable backrests and 

wide variety of fabric options, Tierra Chaise 

Lounge brings a touch of warmth to social 

and in-between spaces. 

Tierra Coffee Table 

by Commune 

With a Terrazzo top and open wood shelf for 

additional storage, Tierra Coffee Table is a 

functional centerpiece. The unique whimsical 

aesthetic is evident throughout the full Tierra 

Collection creating unity and continuity. 

Sander Chairs

By Commune 

The perfect blend of aesthetics and functionality. 

Made with Solid American Oak and upholstered in top 

grain leather, Sander Chair is an ideal compliment to 

any casual & work-cafe space. 

Flex Mobile Power 

by Steelcase 

Steelcase Flex Mobile Power brings true mobility to 

the workplace. The sleek and smart mobile power 

solution gives teams and individuals the freedom to 

work anywhere they want.
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In-between 11
Creating a solution where users can users   

can feel comfortable in the respite setting with 

the semi-private division of the MAD urban 

shelf. The Airfoil table is great to host groups  

of people or for casual social encounters. 
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Visual
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Urban Shelves

by m.a.d.

As we bring in more natural elements into our ’urban’ 

workplace, MAD has introduced a shelving unit that can 

not only house planters to create greener environments, 

but it also acts as storage and partitions. 

Circa Lounge 

by m.a.d.

Circa lounge features a very organic 

silhouette with a curved backrest which 

highlights the lumbar support. Light metal 

tube legs elevates the seat, creating a 

visually lighter aesthetic.

Lohko Phone Booth

by Taiga Concept 

Lohko Phone Booth is a well-equipped product 

which activates itself when the user steps in. 

The product is sustainable – materials used in 

the product are environmentally friendly and the 

electricity consumption is as low as possible. 

Airfoil Table 

by m.a.d

The Airfoil Table is inspired by the sleek and 

symmetrical aerodynamic features of an airplane 

wing. The collection is visually lightweight. Its 

details in the slim chamfered table edges and 

stylish legs give the table a unique silhouette. 

Available in a range that covers dining, 

occasional and cafe settings.

Transit Chair 

by m.a.d

Transit seating is designed for the in-between 

and breakout spaces where we can build 

communities and inspire teams to collaborate. 

The ergonomically molded seat with waterfall 

front increases comfort. 
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In-between 12
Placing phonebooths right where is needed 

is important for users to swiftly change into 

another work mode with the least amount of 

disruption. Whether it is for an ad hoc call or 

a quick focus session.
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Lohko Phone Booth

by Taiga Concept 

Lohko Phone Booth is a well-equipped product 

which activates itself when the user steps in. 

The product is sustainable – materials used in 

the product are environmentally friendly and the 

electricity consumption is as low as possible. 

Transit Chair 

by m.a.d

Transit seating is designed for the in-between 

and breakout spaces where we can build 

communities and inspire teams to collaborate. 

The ergonomically molded seat with waterfall 

front increases comfort. 

Airfoil Table 

by m.a.d

The Airfoil Table is inspired by the sleek and symmetrical 

aerodynamic features of an airplane wing. The collection 

is visually lightweight. Its details in the slim chamfered 

table edges and stylish legs give the table a unique 

silhouette. Available in a range that covers dining, 

occasional and cafe settings.
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Low Mid

Visual
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In-between 13
Away From the Desk can be configured into an 

impressive statement piece. The ability to create 

a multi-use setting with different seat forms, 

screens, loose and fixed tables allow us to 

support multiple users at once, whilst diving up 

open shared spaces. 
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Sully

by Orangebox

Designed to work together in small clusters, or as part 

of larger configurations in combination with Away from 

the Desk, Skomer, Ramsey and Sully have a fresh and 

contemporary aesthetic, offering choice, comfort and 

adaptability for a variety of work scenarios.

Away From the Desk 

by Orangebox

Dynamic and extensive upholstery system 

designed for the changing needs of the 

workplace. AFTD is suited for both personal 

and teamwork offering acoustic and visual 

privacy with its high back design.

Cubb

by Orangebox

Cubb’s singularity of form creates an 

elemental chair with a clear 

personality, delivering robust 

functionality for any environment.

Sling Side Table

by m.a.d.

Designed to work as a laptop stand or a side 

table, the Sling C table features a continuous 

steel tube frame that acts as an integral handle. 

A veneered, cantilevered tabletop completes 

this multifunctional table.
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Away From the Desk 

by Orangebox

Dynamic and extensive upholstery system 

designed for the changing needs of the 

workplace. AFTD is suited for both personal 

and teamwork offering acoustic and visual 

privacy with its high back design.

Cubb

by Orangebox

Cubb’s singularity of form creates 

an elemental chair with a clear 

personality, delivering robust 

functionality for any environment.

Sully

by Orangebox

Designed to work together in small clusters, or as part 

of larger configurations in combination with Away from 

the Desk, Skomer, Ramsey and Sully have a fresh and 

contemporary aesthetic, offering choice, comfort and 

adaptability for a variety of work scenarios.

Sling Side Table

by m.a.d.

Designed to work as a laptop stand or a side 

table, the Sling C table features a continuous 

steel tube frame that acts as an integral 

handle. A veneered, cantilevered tabletop 

completes this multifunctional table.

Flex Active Frames

By Steelcase

Steelcase Flex Active Frames are 

adaptable structures that define space 

by creating productive, flexible and 

inspiring homes for teams.

Cubb Tables

by Orangebox

The laid-back, informal attitude that helped 

make the original Cubb range so popular has 

now been translated into great team tabling, 

at both work and café height.

In-between 14

The high screens from Away From the Desk  

allow for a separate application to be placed 

behind it. Not only does this maximize the 

footprint of the real estate but it utilizes the 

screens as its own visual privacy. 
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Huddle 01
An open discussion setting with digital sharing 

support. Teams can gather around to have 

quick alignment without the hassle of booking a 

meeting room. 
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Shortcut Stool

by Steelcase

A fresh take on casual seating, Shortcut X 

Base's clean lines and modern aesthetic 

bring style and elegance to the home and 

office. Its generous seat and signature cutout 

boast surprising comfort and flexibility, 

blending style and uncompromising quality.

Away from the Desk Media Unit 
by Orangebox

Away from the desk is a soft upholstery system 

which answers the needs of our rapidly changing 

workplace as we migrate away from the dominance 

of the personal desk. As part of the AFTD family, the 

Media Unit provides a flexible collaboration spot for 

team members to come together. Available in sit and 

standing height and various sizes.
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Huddle 02
This semi-open space allows group focus and 

shields from distraction. The seat depth and 

tabletop distance mimics workstations which 

support longer duration collaboration. Power and 

digital sharing is available.
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Away from the Desk Media Den 
by Orangebox

Away from the desk is a soft upholstery system that 

answers the needs of our rapidly changing 

workplace as we migrate away from the 

predominance of the personal desk. As part of the 

AFTD family, the Media Den is available in 2-person, 

4-person and 6-8 person dimensions.
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Huddle 03
Team collaboration space in a high-sit positioning 

allows for active collaboration. Tools are available 

for digital and analogue sharing. Team resources 

and project charters can be displayed and 

accessed easily.
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Flex Screen

by Steelcase

Create privacy or share your work. These 

lightweight, freestanding screens come in three 

shapes and sizes and connect with a magnetic 

edge allowing you to build and take apart, 

again and again.

B-Free High Table

by Steelcase

B-Free high tables complement various design 

preferences and applications, making it ideal to 

leverage across the entire organization. 

Choose from steel legs or wood legs, and tops 

in laminate or veneer. Available with power in 

multiple configurations.

B-Free Beam

by Steelcase

B-Free Beam encourages a change in 

postures from sitting to perching or standing, 

promoting movement and wellbeing to keep 

workers engaged. With the same leg design 

as the B-Free desk and table, the new B-Free 

beam complements any setting, creating a 

relaxed and informal atmosphere throughout 

the workplace.

Bloom Stool 

by m.a.d

Designed with an upholstered seat and 

back with an exposed, molded plywood 

shell, Bloom Stool provides an elementary 

statement to the space.

Flex Cart

by Steelcase

Designed to house markerboards, screens 

and accessories, Steelcase Flex Carts allow 

you to roll your work with you - anywhere, 

anytime - and display vertically or horizontally.
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Huddle 04
A relaxed collaboration space provides lounge  

seating with adequate distancing for up to 

three people. Integrated worksurfaces, power 

and high-back screens allow users to meet in 

the open – with a sense of privacy and 

security, as well as the tools needed for 

effective collaboration.
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Flex Stand & Screen 

by Steelcase 

Flex Mobile Stand and Screen can be combined for    

a quick brainstorm session. Documents and materials 

can be pinned on the screen for display. Flex Stand 

and Screens also create a sense of boundary and 

privacy for open plans.

Floow Sideboard 

by Bolia 

The solid frame has an elegant appearance 

and emphasizes traditional craftsmanship and 

high quality. Works in a variety of work setting 

both for screen display and also as additional 

storage space.

Montara650 Occasional Table

by Coalesse

Infused with comfort and craft, the Montara650 

collection’s sculpted seating pairs with simple 

pedestal tables, filling informal spaces with 

café-style character.

Away From the Desk 

by Orangebox

Dynamic and extensive upholstery system designed 

for the changing needs of the workplace. AFTD is 

suited for both personal and teamwork offering 

acoustic and visual privacy with its high back design.
Flex Team Cart with 

Flex Power & Basket 

by Steelcase 

Designed to house whiteboards, screens and 

accessories, Flex Team Carts allow you to roll 

your work with you, keeping the teams work tools 

displayed and stored vertically or horizontally.
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Huddle 05
Enclosed meeting space with the perfect 

Acoustical experience and privacy for teams 

to focus and collaborate. The ergonomically 

designed seat allows for long time usage. 

Power and worksurfaces are attached to 

support digital devices. 
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Away from the Desk 

by Orangebox

Away from the Desk is a soft upholstery system which 

answers the needs of our rapidly changing workplace 

as we migrate away from the predominance of the 

personal desk, with its fixed and tethered technology.

Air3 Pod 

by Orangebox

Renowned for their patented louvered ceiling 

design, the award-winning Air3 Acoustical 

pod range creates attractive quiet places in 

wide range of sizes for freestanding meeting 

rooms, private offices and touchdown spaces. 

Glass walls welcome light and connection, 

while interchangeable fabric panels control 

sound and add style.
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Social 01
Having a social area in an open space provides a 

group of 2-4 a place to casually exchange ideas or 

debrief on topics. Here, the Bench lounge is paired 

with two Folium lounge chairs from Wendelbo.   

The classic Slice shelf and Coin side table provides 

touch down spaces to put belongings or displays.
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Coin Side Table 

by Wendelbo 

Coin side tables are an elegant addition to any lobby or social space. 

Eye-catching with their structural shape, Coin Side Tables are a smaller 

version of Coin Dining Table creating versatility within the product line.

Bench

by Wendelbo 

Look for the flowing lines of the Rest Bench, 

designed by German Sebastian Herkner. 

Bent, upholstered elements have been pieced 

together in an elegant harmony, offering a 

natural breathing space.

Folium

by Wendelbo 

Designed by Italian designer, Mario Ferrarini, 

spans its character across dining, bar, and 

lounge seating, all permeated by organic lines 

and softly enveloping seats. The bold steel 

base is echoed in the distinctive piping details 

on the upholstered seat.

Slice Shelf 

by Wendelbo 

A strong and creative multi-purpose structure 

with shelves placed logically, yet decoratively 

for storing books, catalogues and other objects.  

Slice is available in three versions, making it 

easily adaptable to a variety of spaces. 
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Social 02
A place to come together for casual conversations 

and impromptu encounters are important to have in 

the workplace. The Wendelbo Lobby sofa gives a 

lower and deeper sit, keeping induvial grounded. 

The WorkValet stores all the necessities in an open 

area, providing an ease of accessibilities for users.
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WorkValetTM

by Steelcase 

Reimagining lockers beyond storage, WorkValet™ 

is a blueprint for organizations adopting flexible 

hybrid strategies. This modular locker system 

enables organizations to create new experiences 

to welcome employees returning to the office in a 

post-pandemic world.

Lobby

by Wendelbo 

The Lobby Sofa and Chair add warmth to their 

surroundings, serving as an occasional seat 

with a roomy and inviting form language. 

Fusing together a compact size and a unique 

profile,  the Lobby Sofa and Chair are testaments 

to contemporary comfort.

Floema Table 

by Wendelbo 

Floema is a family of tables whose minimalist design is 

embodied by the absence of edges, offering a feeling of 

welcoming elegance. The elliptical or circle tops are 

available in stone or wood and come in a variety of sizes 

making Floema ideal as a centerpiece or side table.



Designing High Performance Spaces 

Collaborative 01
Creating clusters of touch points in an open space 

supports social collaborations through ideation, 

digital sharing and workshops. The ability to swiftly 

move into a more private space for confidential 

calls or focus work is equally important. 

Collaboration Focus Social Retreat Learn
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Away from the Desk Media 
Unit by Orangebox

Away from the desk is a soft upholstery system 

which answers the needs of our rapidly changing 

workplace as we migrate away from the 

dominance of the personal desk. As part of the 

AFTD family, the Media Unit provides a flexible 

collaboration spot for team members to come 

together. Available in sit and standing height and 

various sizes.

B-Free

by Steelcase 

The B-Free Collection is a full range of 

furniture including lounges, knit screens 

and occasional and standing-height tables 

aimed to design flexible settings and 

support collaboration.

Cubb Stool

by Orangebox

Cubb’s singularity of form creates 

an elemental chair with a clear 

personality, delivering robust 

functionality for any environment.

Cubb Stool

by Orangebox

Cubb’s singularity of form creates an elemental 

chair with a clear personality, delivering robust 

functionality for any environment.

On the QT

by Orangebox 

Connect in privacy, carry out focused work or simply 

think for a while, On the QT phone booths strive to 

strike the balance between efficient space and 

workable comfort.

Cubb Tables

by Orangebox

The laid-back, informal attitude that helped make 

the original Cubb range so popular has now been 

translated into great team tabling, at both work 

and café height.



Designing High Performance Spaces 

Collaborative 02
Creating clusters of touch points in an open space 

supports social collaborations through ideation, 

digital sharing and workshops. The ability to swiftly 

move into a more private space for confidential   

calls or focus work is equally important. 
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Turnstone Campfire Paper Table

by Steelcase

When ideas hit, this is where they can grow. Paper 

Table’s rotating top catalyzes brainstorming. Use a 

refillable stack of inspiration-ready paper or the 

marker-friendly erasable top.

On the QT

by Orangebox 

Connect in privacy, carry out focused work or simply 

think for a while, On the QT phone booths strive to 

strike the balance between efficient space and 

workable comfort.

B-Free

by Steelcase 

The B-Free Collection is a full range of 

furniture including lounges, knit screens 

and occasional and standing-height 

tables aimed to design flexible settings 

and support collaboration.

>4

Participants

1 2 - 4



Designing High Performance Spaces 

Collaborative 03
The full length Cubb Table from Orangebox is 

perfect for collaborating or work as a communal 

table. Having an open shelf to divide the space 

allows territorial privacy but not completely losing 

visual sight line. 
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SerifTM

By PolyVision

With a slim profile, clean edges and rounded 

corners, Serif™ delivers a blend of design, 

materiality and functionality for busy collaboration 

spaces in corporate and educational environments.

Urban Shelves

by m.a.d.

As we bring in more natural elements into our 

’urban’ workplace, MAD has introduced a 

shelving unit that can not only house planters 

to create greener environments, but it also acts 

as storage and partitions. 

Transit Chair 

by m.a.d

Transit seating is designed for the in-between 

and breakout spaces where we can build 

communities and inspire teams to collaborate. 

The ergonomically molded seat with waterfall 

front increases comfort. 

Cubb

by Orangebox

Cubb’s singularity of form creates 

an elemental chair with a clear 

personality, delivering robust 

functionality for any environment.

Petal Chair

by m.a.d

The focus on Petal Chair is around the 

robust backrest. The soft curvature of 

the back gives a feminine silhouette. 

The solid steel wire sled frame 

supports the molded foam seat and 

back and bolster cushion. 

Cubb Tables

by Orangebox

The laid-back, informal attitude that helped 

make the original Cubb range so popular 

has now been translated into great team 

tabling, at both work and café height.



Designing High Performance Spaces 

Meeting 01
An open collaborative space with a refined 

aesthetic, supporting for both planned and 

impromptu meetings. Digital amplification, 

whiteboards and task seating support longer 

duration collaborative working sessions. Users   

can stand or sit on stools and have a choice of 

meeting style, making it formal or informal. 
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Potrero415 Table 

by Coalesse

Potrero415 is a social focal point — a 

refreshing antidote to the traditional conference 

room table. Inside or outside a meeting room, 

sitting or standing, for long sessions or short 

bursts of creative energy. Create inspiring 

settings, from open-plan casual to formal. 

Available in a wide variety of materials, shapes, 

and sizes.

Flex Stand and Screen

by Steelcase

Flex Mobile Stand and Screen can be 

combined for a quick brainstorm session. 

Documents and materials can be pinned on 

the screen for display. Flex Stand and Screens 

also create a sense of boundary and privacy 

for open plans.

SILQ Stool

by Steelcase

When you sit down and recline, SILQ responds 

to the natural movement of your body, making 

you feel like you’re a part of it. And to keep 

things simple, the innovative chair only has one 

manual adjustment for seat height. The 

performance is intuitive. 

Collaboration Focus Social Retreat Learn



Designing High Performance Spaces 

Workshop 01
An open collaborative space gives teams a place 

to brainstorm, make work visible and generate new 

ideas. Individual tables enable flexible distancing 

and easy reconfiguration – allowing the space to 

expand and contract as needs change. Digital and 

analogue surfaces provide the essential tools to 

ideate and develop ideas – together.
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SILQ Stool 

by Steelcase 

When you sit down and recline, SILQ 

responds to the natural movement of your 

body, making you feel like you’re a part of it. 

And to keep things simple, the innovative 

chair only has one manual adjustment for 

seat height. The performance is intuitive.

Flex Slim Table 

by Steelcase 

With their modern vibe, soft corners and a 

variety of material options, Steelcase Flex 

Tables allow for personalisation in any team 

space. Used alone or together, they are just 

right for any way you work.

Flex Huddle 

by Steelcase 

Part of the Flex Collection, Flex Huddle is a 

easily movable product designed for impromptu 

meetings and collaboration. The huddle space 

offers spacial division, visual privacy as well as 

a collaborative visual display,

Roam Stand and Surface Hub 2 
by Steelcase

Steelcase Roam is a system of mobile stands and 

easy-to install wall mounts co-developed with 

Microsoft for the new Surface Hub 2S, giving teams 

the freedom to collaborate anywhere.



Designing High Performance Spaces 

Workshop 02
An open collaborative space gives teams a place 

to brainstorm, make work visible and generate new 

ideas. Individual tables enable flexible distancing 

and easy reconfiguration – allowing the space to 

expand and contract as needs change. Digital and 

analogue surfaces provide the essential tools to 

ideate and develop ideas – together.

>4
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2 - 41
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Versu Chair 

by Wendelbo 

A soft and gently shaped shell with support in all 

the right places. Versu’s light frame makes the 

slightly puffed seat stand out like blossoming 

poppy flowers on a slender stem. Pair Versu with 

the Coin table for causal team get togethers or 

brainstorming sessions. 

Roam Stand and Surface Hub 2 
by Steelcase

Steelcase Roam is a system of mobile stands and 

easy-to install wall mounts co-developed with 

Microsoft for the new Surface Hub 2S, giving 

teams the freedom to collaborate anywhere.

Collaboration Focus Social Retreat Learn

Coin Table 

by Wendelbo 

An elegant table ideally suited for dining and 

sharing. Inspired by the notion of an ancient 

fireplace – a space where you come together. 

Pair it with Wendelbo Versu or Mono Chair for 

comfort, versatility and stunning aesthetics. 

Flex Mobile Power 

by Steelcase 

Steelcase Flex Mobile Power brings true mobility 

to the workplace. The sleek and smart mobile 

power solution gives teams and individuals the 

freedom to work anywhere they want.



Designing High Performance Spaces 

Training 01
This intentionally designed classroom space has all 

the tools needed for on-site participants to co-create 

content, while simultaneously connecting with 

remote teams. These peer-to-peer connections 

across spatial boundaries give students a choice of 

tools to support their learning. 
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Node Chair

by Steelcase

The Node chair is mobile and supports all the 

ways students learn. It’s designed for quick, 

easy transitions in the classroom, and 

designed to support learning modes across 

various spaces. A chair so thoughtfully 

designed it can be summed up with three 

simple words: move, store, sit.

Verb Table and Whiteboards

by Steelcase

Verb is an integrated collection of classroom 

furniture including tables, whiteboards, and 

instructor stations designed to support a full 

range of teaching and learning styles.



Designing High Performance Spaces 

Training 02
This classroom setting is designed with mobility 

in mind, supporting active learning. Students 

can be organized into different groups for 

discussions. Portable whiteboards can be 

distributed and collected later for presentation.
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Think Visitor

by Steelcase

Simple and elegant, the Think Visitor chair 

provides excellent comfort and support for 

visitors who come and go in the workplace.

Verb Table and Whiteboards

by Steelcase

Verb is an integrated collection of classroom furniture 

including tables, whiteboards, and instructor stations 

designed to support a full range of teaching and 

learning styles.

Collaboration Focus Social Retreat Learn



Designing High Performance Spaces 

Training 03
It is essential to have to all the necessary tools 

when conducting any sort of training sessions or 

programs. Dragonfly chairs polypropene shells 

are light and are stackable and can come with 

tablets perfect when paired with the mobile flex 

collection. Everyone can be suited and present.   
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Flex Cart 

by Steelcase 

Designed to house whiteboards, 

screens and accessories, Steelcase Flex 

Carts allow you to roll your work with you 

— anywhere, anytime — and display 

vertically or horizontally.

Dragonfly

by Segis

Multitude of options in variations of stackable, 

padded with or without armrest, wooden or 

steel legs suitable for various environment.

Flex Rolling Table 

by Steelcase

Steelcase Flex Tables offer a modern and approachable vibe 

to the workplace. Soft corners and a wide range of material 

options allow for personalization and expression in any team 

space. Use one alone or bring them together.
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